“Don't wait for someone to bring you flowers. Plant your own garden and
decorate your own soul." ~ Luther Burbank, 1849 1926, American botanist.

Indiana County Parks ~ Yellow Creek State Park
April, May, June 2020
Congratulations to ALL who helped to create and make the Ghost Town Trail (GTT)
a reality … and with added miles and miles of adventure!
On 01/13/2020 Harrisburg, PA -- Pennsylvania Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources Secretary Cindy Adams Dunn announced . . .
Ghost Town Trail was named Pennsylvania’s 2020 Trail of the Year!
The trail includes a 32-mile main portion that stretches from Blacklick, PA, to Ebensburg, PA,
as well as the 12-mile C and I Extension that includes: The 4-mile Rexis Branch that stretches
from Vintondale, PA, to White Mill, PA. The 8-mile Stritty’s Way that stretches from the end
of the Rexis Branch near the Rt. 422 underpass to North St. in Cardiff, PA.
“Rich with the history of railroading and former coal mining towns along its 46-mile route,
the Ghost Town Trail, like so many rail trails throughout Pennsylvania, captures the spirit of
an industrial past and the promise of a recreational future,” said Dunn. “ And again, we see a
rails-to-trails conversion spawning economic benefits with establishment of new businesses and
increasing patronage at others. Restaurants, bike shops, clothing retailers and outfitters, hotels,
and motels. The list goes on and on.”

For the full article, click on this image:
The trail was established in 1991.
For GTT information . . .
https://www.indianacountyparks.org/
trails/ghosttown_trail.aspx

YouTube Virtual Bike Ride GTT.
Black Lick, PA. 12 minutes.

Basic Bicycle SAFETY.
YouTube 2 minutes.

Continued
on page 2.

The final throes of winter fade, and life is again renewed.
The chilling bite of winter's blade is broken by spring's light dew. ~
1.

Ed Patterson (Indiana County Parks and Trails) shares about the Ghost Town Trail:
The first land donation for the GTT was in 1991. The 'official' opening of the trail was in October 1994
when we completed constructing the first 16 miles of trail. The trail is now 46 miles long with some
additional miles being planned in Cambria County. A connection is going to be made from Ebensburg to
Loretto (St. Francis University). There is also a 5.5-mile segment Cambria County is planning to construct
that, when completed, will provide a 32-mile loop that will be unique for rail-trails in the eastern U.S.,
generally you have to ride out and back on the same trail. Cambria County is being very proactive in their
trail development efforts and their County Commissioners are very supportive of trails.
Eventually, GTT will probably be around 65 miles in length!

A New Year ~ New Opportunities ~ New Friends . . . GET ON OUT THERE!

Indiana County WalkWorks Program

In 2015, Indiana County was selected to participate in the WalkWorks program.
WalkWorks is a collaboration between the Indiana County Office of Planning & Development, Pennsylvania
Department of Health, and the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public Health to
increase opportunities for physical activity across Indiana County. Through this grant funded program,
planners work with local communities to identify community-based walking routes
and form sustainable walking groups that will enhance and expand active transportation
with the ultimate goal of improving the health of County residents.
Some of the 2020 WalkWorks programs (but not all) are in the 2020 FOP Program Brochure. Please refer
to the brochure for details. For April, May and June the WalkWorks programs in the FOP brochure are:
Saturday 05/02/2020
Saturday 05/09/2020
Wednesday 05/20/2020
Saturday 05/30/2020
Friday
06/05/2020
Saturday 06/06/2020

1:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
6 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
8:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Nature Photography Walk at Hemlock Lake
Tanoma Wetlands
Buttermilk Falls
Spring Tree Hike with a Forester
Full Moon Hike
Nature Palooza Day 2020

Link to the WalkWorks web for program event information, dates and cancellations:
https://www.icopd.org/indiana-county-walkworks-program.html

Get on OUT THERE
and ENJOY!

Wondering WHERE to walk? You have CHOICES!
Blairsville, Clymer, Ernest, Glen Campbell,
Homer City, Indiana Borough, IRMC,
White Township, and Saltsburg.

On the last page there is a QR Code for the FOP 2020 Program Brochure.

Now light touches once again, all things beautiful and green,
while blossoms bloom with brilliant reds, and fragrant flowers make the scene. ~
2.

The Wonders of Gardening ~ Kathryn Gaudreau
Growing up, my parents always had a garden. Or gardens really, as they had one or two devoted to
vegetables, and one devoted to edible flowers and herbs. Gardening was always fun for me, and, while I never
enjoyed weeding, I loved watching the growth process. I would plant a seed, in a few weeks it would sprout,
with loving care and attention it would reach its full height and then, flowers! What next? Beans! Tomatoes!
Peppers! It was so much fun digging up the potato plants to discover large brown or red tubers in the soil.
As an adult I still enjoy playing in the dirt. Though weeding is often the bain of my existence, that amazement
at watching something I had put so much care into cultivating has never left. And to top it off, I get to eat all
of the wonderful things I had spent the summer growing.
I am certainly not an expert at gardening, yet I have learned many things over the years both from
reading and asking lots of questions of those with more experience than I. Interestingly, through my work
with the Friends of the Parks, I have met several Master Gardeners and attended programs held at the Indiana
Community Garden which means I get to learn and ask lots of questions. Last year Chloe Drew held a program
at the Community Garden that focused on the different kinds of garden beds and how to best use your space.
It was geared towards young adults, though I learned just as much from the presentation as the younger
attendees. I never knew that you could build a garden without digging a hole or building a raised bed! But the
best part was that it is called lasagna gardening because you layer cardboard or paper, leaves, and soil to create
the bed. There are several programs happening at the Community Garden this year and the one I am most
excited to attend is Lynn Housner’s presentation called Pizza Garden. I have wanted to find more ways to get
my kids interested in gardening and what better way than to have them grow their own pizza ingredients.
Another program I attended last year was all about worms and composting. Now I have a compost pile
in my backyard since it really cuts down on the amount of garbage that goes in the bin and it is some excellent
mulch for my raised beds. But I made the mistake, as I am sure so many others have, in thinking that worms are
worms and any kind of wriggly dirt-eater will do your compost good. Sadly, the kind of worms I usually see in
my compost pile are an invasive species and can often do more harm than good in your compost and garden.
I’m hoping that with work, better cultivation and mixing, my compost will be better this year than in the past.
Over the last 6 years, since I moved into my current home, I have been trying to grow a vegetable garden
that is filled with heirloom plants and is organic. I do not want to use any chemicals on my plants or in the
soil, and I want to protect heirloom varieties from becoming lost to the ages. I have found some reputable
companies for seeds and many local businesses offer heirloom variety plants, but the problem for me has been how
to keep the critters off and out while being organic? Nothing hurts worse than seeing your pea plants nipped to the
dirt by a groundhog or your bean plants being nibbled on by insects. The deer have even invaded!
I never knew anything ate a tomato plant until I went to the garden one day to find all of the
tomatoes outside of the fence had been eaten clean away. What gave the deer away was the
droppings. Keeping the animals out was easy enough by my building a better fence, but the bugs,
I had no idea how to control. My biggest problem was Japanese beetles, there are just so many of
them, and I really did not want to resort to Seven though I didn’t know what to do. But a trip to
the Community Garden one summer day reversed my desperation. Kay Snyder, also a Master
Gardener, filled me in on the secret of filling a mason jar with water and a little dish soap.
The beetles go in and can’t escape. And if you pick them off, just throw them in the jar to be rid
of them. I can’t tell you how wonderful that tip was to hear.
Continued on page 6 ...

Quiet brooks flow ever on with melted snow as fuel
to quench the thirst of newborn fawn ~ (see pg. 6)
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Identifying Individual Chickadees When They Are Nearby Is Fun!
~ Ray Winstead
Just as there are differences among the physical and behavioral characteristics of
people, you can also identify individual chickadees by the variations in their feather patterns
and behavioral characteristics. You are encouraged to have fun doing this while feeding the
chickadees out of your hands at Blue Spruce Park. Field Guides will show the basic feather
patterns of a bird species, and these basic patterns are essential to correctly identify a
particular species. However, if you are observant, you will also discover that individual
chickadees have their own unique physical characteristics, as well as their own "personality"
traits and idiosyncrasies.
The smaller accompanying illustration shows the basic "bib" pattern of a
Black-capped Chickadee in a field guide, but each chickadee will have its own variation
of that basic pattern.
The larger photos are of specific Blue Spruce chickadees. On the first bird note that
the edges of the bib are not sharp and have more white coming down into the black bib on
the bird's left side. On that same bird also note on the bird's right side how some black comes
down more from the bib into the chest. When you are observing individual birds especially
note the border between the black bib and the white chest. That's where I notice a lot of
variation, with some birds having a sharper line, while most birds have a ragged or gradual
transition from the bib to the chest. Sometimes there will be such a combination of black and
white at the edge that the border looks gray. The sides of the bib are often very different
from bird to bird, with some birds having different size vertical "sideburns" (with additional
variation up and down) at the side edges of the bib. See the second photo for one variation
of this.
The point is - when the bird is nearby or on your hand look for the variations and
you will learn to see individual birds. Then look for, and you will see, individual behavioral
patterns you can associate with the individuals you can identify. For example, some
individuals are very aggressive toward other individuals and more vocal, while others are
more hesitant on a branch before coming to someone's hand. The chickadees are fast, and,
frankly, their individual identifications were easier in the past when there were fewer birds
to observe coming to my hand. (Even though feeding the birds out of your hands is more
of a winter-time activity, you may still have success in doing this in early Spring, too – but not
so much during the summer when preferred caterpillars and other insects are available, and
the birds have spread out away from the winter flock to raise their families.)
Visit Ray’s web “Feeding Chickadees Out of My Hand” at
http://raywinstead.com/chickadeesHowItStarted.shtm
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A really good bird guidebook is
Roger Tory Peterson: Peterson Field Guide to Birds
of Eastern and Central North America.
This book shows illustrations that emphasize the key
field marks that separate different bird species
that may look similar to each other.
Be aware that a new edition is scheduled to be
published in October 2020.

A specific Blue Spruce Chickadee
(Cropped photo by Daniel Winstead)

A different specific Blue Spruce Chickadee
(Different Photographer)
Era:
19th-Century philosophy
Region:
Western philosophy

The Chickadee
by Ralph Waldo Emerson
Piped a tiny voice hard by,
Gay and polite, a cheerful cry,
" Chic-chicadee-dee! " Saucy note
Out of a sound heart and a merry throat,
As if it said, " Good day, good sir.
Fine afternoon, old passenger!
Happy to meet you in these places
When January brings new faces!

School:
Transcendentalism
Main interests:
individualism, mysticism

Engraved drawing
~ 1878

Emerson was born in Boston and lived from 1803 to 1882. His father was a Unitarian minister who died
leaving his son to be brought up by his mother and aunt. Educated at Harvard Divinity School, Emerson began
writing journals filled with observations and ideas which would form the basis of his later essays and poems.
Quote: “ You must hear the bird’s song without attempting to render it into nouns and verbs.”
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FRIENDS OF THE PARKS
1128 Blue Spruce Road, Indiana, PA 15701 . . . 724-463-8636
Rebecca S. Sterley, FOP Newsletter Editor
Gardening continued … Many of the parks in Indiana County contain gardens including Blue Spruce and
Yellow Creek (they have 2). While these are wonderful places to visit, don’t count out the Community
Garden and all it has to offer. If you visit, you just may run in to a Master Gardener tending some beds and
they generally don’t mind if you pick their brain for a few minutes. Especially if you help with the weeding.
Last year my kids got to see all kinds of things growing that they have never seen in a garden before.
Vegetables like brussels sprouts and broccoli (none of which I have had good luck growing) that look so cool
in their plant stage. To add to the fun, they got to pick their own blueberries to sample. Remember that the
Indiana County Parks are full of not only trails, waterways, and play areas, they contain some beautiful
garden spaces as well, all of which are rich resources for learning and discovering.

Important Announcement from the DCNR . . .
Effective Friday, March 13, 2020 DCNR announced that all public programs and events will
be cancelled in state parks until April 30, 2020 due to concerns about the potential spread
of COVID-19. The following Friends of the Parks' programs that were to be held
at Yellow Creek State Park in April 2020 are CANCELLED:
4/4/2020: Introduction to Bee Keeping
4/11/2020: Finding Your Inner Child: Adult Salamander Walk
ALSO: BLUE SPRUCE PARK PROGRAM CANCELLATION:

4/3/2020: "The 5 W's of Ticks and Lyme Disease in PA"
We're very sorry for any inconvenience that this may cause,
however we want everyone to be safe.

Friends of the Parks
An extensive offering of nature programs.
Article ~ How to Grow
Common Milkweed.
YouTube ~
How to plant
Common Milkweed.
MEMBERSHIP.
RENEW or JOIN.

Help Monarch Butterflies
thrive and survive!

PROGRAM
BROCHURE.

Explore “Friends of the Parks” at: http://www.indianacountyparks.org/friends-of-the-park.aspx

. . . and haste life's great renewal!
Winter's Ending © Jrlinson - 2017
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Skunk Cabbage
breaks through ice surface
to announce SPRING!

The 2 with this border from the WEB.
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Nature
decorates
for
SPRING!

Hepatica

Northern Red
Salamander

Painted
Trillium
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The Coronavirus, Nature, and YOU! ~ Cheri Widzowski
With the coronavirus pandemic, we’re living through an historic, and frightening, time. The increased stress
and anxiety is added to the everyday stress that we feel in our ‘normal’ day-to-day lives. However, many of the
outlets that Americans often use to escape stress – going to concerts, sporting events, and even out to eat – are being
curtailed as we practice ‘social distancing’ – intentionally removing ourselves from social interactions, especially in
group situations. Whether self-induced or mandated by our officials, social distancing has been shown to be a very
effective mechanism for preventing or slowing the spread of the coronavirus. However, it can be psychologically
(as well as physically) isolating, adding to the feelings of stress we already have.
A different way to look at it, however, is ‘physical’ distancing rather than ‘social’ distancing. Unless you are
in isolation (staying home because of having symptoms) or in quarantine (home because of having been potentially
exposed to the virus), you don’t have to be confined indoors. Get out and enjoy a little nature! Meandering through
a garden, hiking along paths in our parks, sitting by the lake are all wonderful ways to get a little stress relief. And with
our kids home from school, an outing in the park can release a lot of their pent-up energy as well!
The benefits of being in nature have been long recognized. In Japan, people practice shinrin-yoku (or “forest
bathing”). The idea is to take in nature through your senses – recognizing the sounds and smells and touch can be very
relaxing.
And the timing is just right for observing the miracle of spring and early summer. Seeing buds swelling and
bursting forth into blossoms and shiny foliage is a great reminder that like winter, our times of difficulty, are transient
and that we should pause and take a breath and be aware of the beauty around us. Indiana County, we are blessed
with an abundance of natural areas – our county parks, our rails-to-trails, our lakes and local state park at Yellow
Creek. Plenty of opportunities to avoid crowds, get some fresh air and sunshine, and refresh our minds, psyches, and
souls, as well as exercise our bodies!
Photo courtesy of
Here are a few suggestions for outings: going fishing or watching water birds along
Colleen Wakefield.
the lake at Blue Spruce; hiking the ridges and enjoying the breezes
at Pine Ridge; walking, running, or biking along the Hoodlebug or
Blairsville Riverfront trails. Or how about along our award-winning
Ghost Town trail? Birdwatching at Yellow Creek. Eagle watching
at nearby Loyalhanna dam. Flying kites in the meadows at Blue
Spruce. Discovering wild flowers in bloom at Blacklick Valley.
Photographing any of the parks. Setting up an easel and doing a
landscape painting of one of our county’s covered bridges.
Kayaking or canoeing at Yellow Creek. Or hiking out to the dam
there. Or even just watching the sunset. As you can see, we have
Solitary cyclist on the
so many opportunities here! For more resources check out our
Hoodlebug Trail.
county
parks’
website
at
www.indianacountyparks.org.
Photo courtesy of

Anthony Frazier.

And as you’re out enjoying nature, please be considerate and not get close to others
(recommendations say maintain a 6-foot distance), and make sure you pack out any trash,
water bottles, etc.. to keep our parks tidy and pristine for fellow nature lovers.

A few references for you:
https://time.com/5259602/japanese-forest-bathing/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/lists/forest-bathing-nature-walk-health/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature_therapy

Continued on page 10.
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A Short Walk - It will do you good.
By Anthony Frazier
Want to relieve stress?
Just a short walk will do.
Want to get away from the noise?
Just a short walk will do.
Want to get a different perspective?
Just a short walk will do.
Want to see life on the streets from ground level
Just a short walk will do.
Want to get some fresh air?
Just a short walk will do.
Almost everyone has a street of some kind,
Get out, sit on a bench, stop by a vendor
It's only just a short walk.

When out
exploring our
beautiful parks . . .
if you see an
Osprey surveying
its territory …
consider yourself
very privileged.

May
Safety ~
Peace
be with
YOU!

Appalachian Spring
© 2019 Cheri Widzowski
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Spring creeps out of the gray-brown mountains
with a lavender wash
as thousands of redbuds collectively swell and rupture,
joined by the creamy softness of serviceberry and dogwood.
An Impressionistic palette erupts as
millions of new leaves unfurl
from their protective bud cases,
that bright lemony-green unique to spring.
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